Sequence analysis shows that an ice nucleation gene (inaW) from Pseudomonas fluorescens is related to the InaZ gene of Pseudomonas syringae. The two genes have diverged by many amino acid substitutions, and have effectively randomized the third bases of homologous codons. By reference to their potential for change, it is shown that certain conserved features must have been maintained by selection pressure. In particular, their conservation of internal sequence repetition, with three orders of repeat periodicity in each gene, suggests that the pattern of repetition is significant to the gene products' function. We propose models for the structure of the gene products in which each order of periodicity would be required for the nucleation function.

INTRODUCTION
Several genera of Gram-negative bacteria contain members able to nucleate the crystallization of ice in supercooled water (1,2,3). It is believed that nucleation is achieved by organizing large numbers of water molecules to form an ice crystal seed. The structures capable of doing this are of considerable interest, because they represent an unusual adaptation of biological molecules. In particular, these structures might provide insights into the interaction of biomolecules with water. Genes encoding ice nucleation activity have been cloned from Pseudomonas syringae (4) and P. fluorescens (5). The sequence of the InaZ gene from P. syringae was found to be internally repetitive (6), suggesting that a protein with repetitive primary and secondary structure may be responsible for ice nucleation.

A number of other proteins have been found to possess repetitive primary sequences (7). These include silk (8), the surface antigens of malarial circumsporozoites (9,10), Protein A from Staphylococcus aureus (11) and the antifreeze proteins of certain fish (12,13). The internal reiteration usually reflects the performance of similar functions by
adjacent sections of the primary structure. Not surprisingly, most examples of internal repetition are found in proteins with non-enzymatic functions; it would be more difficult to understand the utility of possessing multiple sites for catalysis in cis.

A protein which organizes water molecules into an ice-like array must provide a template with very regular spacing, and thus it appears significant that the 24-base pair motif in inaZ is repeated with absolute regularity. How can its protein product be folded so as to present a suitable template? Certain additional features of the inaZ sequence may provide clues, particularly a six-fold periodicity superimposed on the basic motif. In this contribution we report that the inaw gene from P. fluorescens is a significantly diverged homologue of inaZ. The conservation of certain features of the periodicity appears to be significant, and holds important implications for the structure and function of the genes' products.

A DNA sequence encoding a repetitive protein may itself display unusual genetic properties as a consequence of phenomena related to recombination. Amplification and deletion of repeats can occur with relative ease. The resulting genes will often encode proteins which are still (at least to some extent) functional. Moreover, intragenic "gene conversion" may operate over an evolutionary time scale to make repeats more mutually similar than would be expected by selection for function. Thus the genetic plasticity of such DNA sequences adds to the difficulty of inferring functional significance from similarities in proteins from different species. On the other hand, the variation between repeats within a gene can provide additional information that is valuable in the understanding of function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequencing

A 5.4 kb DNA fragment, from the Kpnl site to the SalI site of pLVC46::kan111 (5), was cloned into vectors pUC18 and pUC19 (14). Both of the resulting subclones conferred ice nucleation activity equivalent to that conferred by previous plasmid clones. Mapping had indicated that the relevant gene(s) were confined to a region of 4.6 kb directly adjacent to the SalI site: a sequence determination was made for this region only. A range of restriction fragments was generated by partial digestion with Sau3A, HpaII, TaqI, or PstI, and complete digestion with EcoRl or HindIII. These fragments were cloned into the M13 mp18 and mp19 vectors (14).
Single-stranded DNA from M13 clones was prepared from individual plaques on lawns of *E. coli* K12 strain JM101 (15), and sequenced by the dideoxy termination method (16) using an M13 universal primer (17). Two readings were made of each clone, and discrepancies corrected, before merging with overlapping sequences. The very exact sequence reiteration in one region (see below) made it possible to assign overlaps incorrectly. Therefore we determined Sau3A sites and PstI sites throughout the region by an end-labelling method (18), which yielded a high-resolution map against which the sequence information could be compared. The sequence is presented in Figure 1. From base 519 to base 4657, a region which contains the entire *inaW* gene (see below), all information is derived from readings of both strands. The remaining information has a lower level of confidence since it is mostly derived from readings of one strand. This was judged adequate for the analysis of any non-coding homologies.

**Computer Algorithms**

The principles of graphic matrix analysis of nucleic acid and protein sequences have been reviewed (19).

**Alignment:** The protein alignment function of program dFASTP (20) was used.

**Aligned Comparison at each codon position:** sliding windows of 20 codons from each gene were examined. The mean similarity at the first, second, and third positions of codons in the window was plotted in the upper, middle, and lower frames respectively of a tripartite graph.

**Homology search:** For each position x in sequence A and y in sequence B, a graph point was plotted at (x,y) if nucleotide N(x)=N(y), N(x+1)=N(y+1), N(x+3)=N(y+3) and N(x+4)=N(y+4). The omission of a test for (x+2,y+2) allows this algorithm to find a homology of two adjacent synonymous codons, even if their third positions have varied. A homology of significant length (coding or noncoding) would be displayed as a diagonal grouping of points. (Results of this analysis are described but not illustrated in the text.)

**Octapeptide matrix comparison:** Octapeptides were examined in the frame where the consensus octapeptide is YGSTLTAG. Lysine was considered identical to arginine, and glutamate to aspartate. For each position x in sequence A and y in sequence B, a large graph point was plotted at (x,y) if octapeptide O(x)=O(y). A small graph point was plotted if O(x) differed from O(y) by exactly one residue.

**Codon position-specific matrix comparison:** Each sequence for analysis was separated into three sequences, which respectively received only the first, only the second, and only the third bases of the *inaW* and *inaZ* gene codons.
in the original sequence. For a position \(x,y\) in a sequence, a graph point was plotted only if nucleotide \(N(x)=N(y), N(x+1)=N(y+1), N(x+2)=N(y+2)\) and \(N(x+3)=N(y+3)\). To simplify the resulting graphs, not all values of \(x\) and \(y\) were examined: instead, the above test was made only where both \(x\) and \(y\) were integral multiples of four. This caused the algorithm to examine consecutive, non-overlapping tetranucleotide groups in the separated sequences, representing 4-codon groups in the analysis.

Criteria for graphic organisation of the translation products

Any hexadecapeptide which bears a more than 6/16 homology to

Figure 1. Nucleotide sequence of the DNA encoding inaW. One strand is presented in the 5' to 3' direction. Information derived from only one strand is presented in lower case letters. The following sequences are presented in the 5' to 3' direction: Integral multiples of four. This caused the algorithm to examine consecutive, non-overlapping tetranucleotide groups in the separated sequences, representing 4-codon groups in the analysis.

Any hexadecapeptide which bears a more than 6/16 homology to
AGYGSTQTAGYGSSLT is presented as a separate word. Each group of three successive words is scanned for homology to
AGYGST(G/S)TAGYGSSLT-AGYGSTQTAGYGSSLT-AGYGSTQTA(not-G)EGSNLT or a circular permutation thereof. If there is a match at four or more of the underlined positions, the sequence is presented according to rule I below; if not it is presented according to rule II. In both the InaW and InaZ proteins, blocks 2 and 3 fell under rule I, and blocks 1 and 4 under rule II. Rule I: a word is placed in the first, second, or third column according to which of the three hexadecapeptides above it matches most closely at the underlined positions. Rule II: successive words are placed up to three per line.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of DNA sequences

The sequence containing the InaW gene of P. fluorescens was found to possess a single long open reading frame (Figure 1). This showed strong homology to the open reading frame of InaZ from P. syringae (6). However, only one apparently significant homology was found outside the respective reading frames. This occurred shortly 5' to the initiator codon in each case, and consisted of an 8/8 or 12/16 match (see Figure 1). It might have some significance to genetic regulation.

Figure 2. Comparison between aligned InaW and InaZ genes. Similarities between the first, second, and third positions of corresponding codons are separately plotted in the upper, middle, and lower graphs respectively. Mean values are plotted from a sliding window of 20 codons.
In order to draw inferences from the comparison of the InaW and InaZ proteins, it was necessary to know the extent to which their similarity had resulted from selection for maintenance of function. This was first estimated by comparing the similarity of aligned DNA sequences at each position of the codon. The InaW and InaZ sequences were aligned in two regions of strong horology, and the comparison is plotted in Figure 2. (Gaps in the alignment precluded the comparison of a single contiguous region). The relationship between corresponding third positions was observed to be effectively random, whereas nucleotides at the other two positions of the codon were strongly conserved in most regions. Therefore, it may be concluded that function has been conserved against mutational pressure, since the genes' divergence.

Comparison of repeat patterns

The translation products predicted for the InaW and InaZ genes are compared in Figure 3. Because the organisation of repeats is of key interest, the sequences are not merged; instead, each is divided into words, lines, and blocks by the same criteria. It is apparent that the criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>InaW</th>
<th>InaZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 M5KSYLVLCTCAHMNGEKLMPGILGVEKEPMTEKLTLNGASAL</td>
<td>1 M5KSYLVLCTCAHMNGEKLMPGILGVEKEPMTEKLTLNGASAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 GQSS 15 sMADAXPYCETNHS1ITLEMGEYPMRAEYMMYPRSSS</td>
<td>51 GSRGILS3HADANGNLYVEYVAD0TIELEEPQYRFPAYEYNGGRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 ALEITLYNYYSHCSRNLKEXTYTV9YSOETRNISPALPYDMPHENY</td>
<td>101 AS 19 SARDQPSASSTSTSTTPTPPHATTPVLTEDQAEQHVEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 M5KSYLVLCTCAHMNGEKLMPGILGVEKEPMTEKLTLNGASAL</td>
<td>151 M5KSYLVLCTCAHMNGEKLMPGILGVEKEPMTEKLTLNGASAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 AYGGSTLTGAIRHSLI AGYGGTETADSs</td>
<td>176 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>268 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>364 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>460 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>556 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>597 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>604 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>636 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>668 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>716 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>737 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>744 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>812 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>851 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>858 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>908 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>949 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>956 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>965 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>972 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>1019 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1061 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>1068 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1109 AGYGGSTETADSs</td>
<td>1116 ATY G S T L G A G H R H L I A G Y G S T A G R G H S L I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1157 FRODGRKRYTVYKTQSTOGEYEADYQPIDHEWLYLIAEDDDTDPQ</td>
<td>1152 FRODGRKRYTVYKTQSTOGEYEADYQPIDHEWLYLIAEDDDTDPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1207 Q10**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Predicted amino acid sequences of the InaW and InaZ proteins, derived from sequences in Fig. 1 and ref. 6. The graphic presentation of each sequence is organised according to the same criteria. Amino acids are abbreviated as follows: ala, A; cys, C; asp, D; glu, E; phe, F; gly, G; his, H; ile, I; lys, K; leu, L; met, M; asn, N; pro, P; gln, Q; arg, R; ser, S; thr, T; val, V; trp, W; tyr, Y. Serines encoded by the AGPy-type codon are represented in lower case.
(which are arbitrary) similarly organise InaW-p and InaZ-p into four blocks of repeats, the blocks being of similar sizes in each case. To aid in the comparison, inter- and intra-genic homologies were plotted by an algorithm which examines successive, non-overlapping 8-residue groups (Figure 4). Their pattern indicated that repeats in Blocks 2, 3, and 4 of each gene are more similar to their counterparts in the other gene, than to other repeats present in cis. Thus, in spite of the potential for internal amplification to replace one block of repeats by another, the same block structure has persisted since the genes' divergence. Therefore this level of organisation is likely to be significant for function, even though we have recognised it only by adopting arbitrary criteria.

Within each protein, it is apparent that Block 2 shows the strongest self-homology, and Block 4 the weakest, with Block 3 intermediate. (Block 1 is too small for its self-homology to be meaningful.) However, when InaW is compared with InaZ protein, Block 2 does not show a greater homology to its counterpart than does Block 3. Therefore the more faithful repetition within Block 2 is probably due to more recent re-amplification or gene conversion activity, rather than implying that Block 2 has more stringent requirements for function.

A striking feature of each gene is that all octapeptides are contiguous, that a 16-residue periodicity is superimposed throughout, and that a further 48-residue periodicity is superimposed in Blocks 2 and 3.

Figure 4. Comparison matrices of InaW against InaZ protein, and of each protein against itself. Small dots identify weaker octapeptide homologies than large dots. Parallel diagonal lines indicate repetition and their relative spacing represents the periodicity of the repetition. The criteria used in drawing these matrices are too stringent to detect homology between adjacent octapeptides. Weak diagonals are seen at 2-octapeptide spacing, and strong diagonals appear with 6-octapeptide spacing.
Figure 5. Self-homology matrices of Blocks 2 and 3 of inaW and inaZ, at each position of the codon. The sequences analysed were taken as follows:
inaW Block 2, codons 213-628; inaW Block 3, codons 629-964; inaZ Block 2, codons 203-591; inaZ Block 3, codons 592-959. The graduations on the axes denote 48-codon intervals. Each dot represents exact homology between the appropriate positions in four consecutive codons.
Are these features necessarily maintained by selection? The alternative, again, is that amplification or gene conversion in cis is responsible. But unless the codon's third base shows periodicities similar to those in the first two bases, the other explanations break down and selection must be invoked. This was examined by an algorithm which plots separate self-comparison homology matrices for each position of the codon (Figure 5). In the third position, no significant periodicity was observed at the 8- and 16-codon level, which strongly implies that these levels of repetition are maintained by selection, and therefore have a functional role. At the 48-codon level, all codon positions in Block 2 of inaW show a very strong periodicity: thus amplification or correction has been active comparatively recently, and the 48-codon periodicity here need not be ascribed to selection. By contrast, the 48-codon periodicity in Block 2 of inaZ and in Block 3 of both genes was much weaker in the third position of the codon than in the first two positions. From this we infer that the 48-codon periodicity is selected, but that amplification or mismatch correction also play a role in its maintenance. The possibility of amplifying useful repeats and eliminating dysfunctional ones would reduce the mutational load of maintaining a functional gene.

The relationship between Blocks 2 and 3 in each protein is interesting. Block 2 ends and Block 3 begins at a different phase of the 48-residue periodicity in each case. However, the phase relationships are identical: in both cases Blocks 2 and 3 are out of 48-residue phase by +16 (or -32) residues. Thus there are two presumed independent occurrences of this phase relationship, whereas if only the 16-residue periodicity need be maintained, three possible phase relationships could be tolerated. It remains possible at present that the identical phase relationships arose by chance: we cannot estimate their functional significance from this comparison.

Fidelity of 8- and 16-residue repetition

It is natural to expect that the polynucleotide repeats encode similar functions. Given the (8x1) and (2x8) periodicities in the gene products, one might expect that all octapeptides share one function, but that alternating octapeptides are differentiated by the performance of different additional functions. This will be exemplified by the models described in the next section.

In order to ascribe constancy and alternation of function to particular positions of the octapeptide, we examined information from both inaW and inaZ. All 16-residue groups (a total of 123) were collated, and the results
Figure 6. Patterns of substitution in the repetitive 16-residue word. Data were collected from all 123 words present in the InaW and InaZ proteins. The consensus word is shown at top; brackets above it link equivalent octapeptide positions which share the same consensus amino acid. The occurrence of each amino acid at each position is indicated by the area of the filled square at the corresponding coordinates (see scale, bottom). Amino acids are grouped into primary (solid boxes) and secondary (dashed boxes) classifications (21).

are shown in Figure 6. The eight positions in the octapeptide fall into two groups: those which show little or no alternation between successive octapeptides, and those positions at which neighbouring octapeptides differ more than 60% of the time. Among the former group, alanine and serine are very strongly conserved: they are presumably most important for the performance of whatever function(s) are shared by all octapeptides. At those positions which alternate, little similarity can be seen between the alternating residues.

Variability at any position of the 16-residue unit may be interpreted in one of two ways: either the various amino acids are acceptable substitutes in performing the same function, or the variation reflects a further differentiation of repeats between subtly different functions. At
Figure 7. Structural models in which the Ina protein displays a symmetry related to that of ice. Drawings are not to scale. A: symmetry of Ice I, illustrated by the spatial arrangement of 12 water molecules (at left), the symmetry of this structure (centre), and the way in which symmetry becomes extended as more water is added (at right). Lettered circles denote oxygen atoms; dashed lines represent O...H-O bonds in the c crystal axis. The labels U and L (upper and lower) serve for comparing the drawings at left and centre. B: triangular model; a 48-residue repeat is shown at left, and its symmetry is demonstrated at centre and right. S and A represent positions of serine and alanine residues respectively. The labels x and y represent an alternation of octapeptide types ((2x8) periodicity). C: antiparallel double helix model; a 48-residue repeat of each of the intertwined chains is shown at left. Their individual, combined, and extended symmetries are demonstrated at centre and right. S, A, x, and y are as above.

positions 7, 10, and 16, the latter explanation is favoured since the pattern of substitution is recognizable - it repeats after 48 residues. However, we cannot recognise any pattern in the substitutions at position 12, which include significantly large proportions of both acidic and basic residues. It may be surmised that strong polarity, regardless of net charge, is an important attribute at this position.

Constraints on protein modelling

The most striking feature of both ice nucleation genes is their precise
periodicity, especially where three orders of periodicity overlap. Comparison of the genes has indicated that this feature has a functional significance. It is reasonable to assume that the products of these genes, in their native conformation, should possess a corresponding periodicity in their tertiary structure. This imposes a constraint on the structural modelling of such proteins. An additional constraint is suggested by the dogma that an ice nucleus functions by lattice-matching with ice. This leads to the expectation that the proteins' structure should be at least partially topotactic with the crystal structure of ice.

Even in the absence of direct evidence of the protein's structure, these two constraints restrict modelling considerably. Relatively few models can incorporate the necessity of all three orders of repetition (8x1, 2x8, and 3x16) in forming a structure topotactic with ice. Two such models
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**Figure 8.** Predicted secondary structures (23) of the InaW and InaZ proteins. The layout of the predictions is isometric with that of the amino acid sequences (Figure 3).
are illustrated in Figure 7. The necessity for the (8x1) periodicity is explained by placing elements of each octapeptide in an invariant relationship to the nearest water molecules. Because alanine and serine residues are repeated with the greatest fidelity, we have used them to exemplify this relationship. The (2x8) and (3x16) periodicities are explained in different ways by the two models, although in both cases they are related to the "magic numbers" in the space group of ice I, P6-3/mmc (22). Both models make simple predictions: each octapeptide should be turned by at least 60° relative to its covalent neighbour, and not all turns should be identical, although all should be performed by the equivalent portion of the octapeptide.

To refine these models, an algorithm (23) was used to make secondary structure predictions for both the InaW and InaZ proteins, and these are shown in Figure 8. They suggest that turns will be performed by the portion of the octapeptide whose consensus is GYG. They also suggest that much of the repetitive region will be beta-sheet. It is known that antiparallel stacking increases the stability of beta-sheets, whereas the predictive algorithm cannot take this into account. Within the postulates of models which predict extensive stacking (such as those in Figure 7), the algorithm's prediction of beta-sheet should be regarded as a particularly strong indication. The distances between the backbones of stacked beta-sheets are known from other proteins. The mean value for antiparallel stacking (24), 4.7 A, is not greatly different from the mean distance between planes in ice I (25), 3.7 A. We have not attempted to predict the other dimensions in our models: it will be more appropriate first to obtain direct experimental evidence of protein secondary structure.
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